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Before you invest

Rational thinking
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It’s time to start challenging our logic
says Finance Editor Susanna Stuart

How could so many prudent people
lose their shirts in the Blue Chip
debacle? The sales techniques of the
failed company have come under
scrutiny, and provide rules for investors:
1 Ask what the underlying activity of
the business is. People who invested
in Blue Chip were obviously dazzled
by the promised returns. But if they’d
been asked, “Do you really want to be
a property development speculator?”
they would probably have said no.
2 Always get independent advice, and
by this I mean advice from people who
have nothing to do with the company
you’re considering investing with.
This means using your own valuer, or
your lawyer.
3 Work through the scenarios. An
accountant or financial adviser can help
you examine what would happen if, say,
the market went down. They can help
you assess the risks, the tax implications
and your ability to simply cash up if you
need to.
4 Don’t rely on guarantees. No
business can offer a 100% guarantee.
5 Don’t scrimp on doing your
homework. It’s like buying a house –
spend a few hundred getting a building
report or you risk buying a leaky home.
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In the US, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation insures deposits
in most banks and savings associations.
If a bank fails, deposits are protected
against the loss of up to $100,000. In
New Zealand, many people aren’t
aware that deposits with banks are
unsecured and not guaranteed by
the Government. However, banks are
under supervision of the Reserve Bank.
Clearly it pays to be sensible by having
your money suitably invested in a range
of investments, rather than stand to
lose by having it all in one spot.
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